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January 2019

I am very pleased to inform you as President 2GRRA that Lieutenant C J R Hornby
(James) 1RGR has been selected as the winner of the Tuker Award for 2018. The
competition was particularly strong again this year reflecting the quality of our
younger officers across the Regiment. I enclose the citation from his Commanding
Officer should you wish to read it.

I should be most grateful if your 2GRRA Secretary could deal with the RGR
Regimental Secretary regarding the award and its presentation to the winner.
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TUKER AWARD 2018 CITATION
L T C J R HORNBY (1RGR)
Lt James Hornby RGB has delivered a stand out performance in 2018. Everything he has done
has been alongside the soldiers, always for their benefit and consistently focused on enhancing
the reputation of the RGR through his selfless approach.
On arrival in the Bn Lt Hornby immediately volunteered to be the 1RGR Shooting Captain. Not
routinely a DE Officer position he quickly impressed the more experienced RGR Army 100
shots and through hard work, humility and sheer determination established himself within the
team. The training started immediately on return from Exercise ASKARI STORM and not
allowing the demands of being at readiness within the RGR Air Assault Task Force (AATF)
Company to affect his team's training he formulated a thorough, effective and well organised
programme that required very little supervision. Impressively the team finished 3rd overall at
Bisley and he entered the Army 100. Catching the selector's eye, he was chosen for the British
Army Shooting Team and asked to be the Team Adjutant but unfortunately, he was unable to be
released for their tournament in Canada due to an imminent return to Kenya.
A week after his success at Bisley Lt Hornby flew to Kenya as the BATUK Force Protection
Platoon Commander. Using his knowledge from previous ASKARI STORM exercises with
3PARA and 1RGR, and high-quality leadership he ensured his mixed platoon of 1RGR / 16 Air
Assault Brigade troops performed to a very high standard that impressed the BATUK chain of
command. Immediately on finishing in BATUK he flew directly to Nepal to support Regional
Selection and in his typical professional style supported the selection of the next generation of
Gurkha soldiers.
Whether in Bruneian jungle, the Kenyan bush, the UK as part of the UK Standby Battalion or the
Op ELGIN Strategic Reserve Force, Lt Hornby has proven himself adaptable and versatile
delivering across a variety of roles as a Platoon Commander within the RGR AATF Company.
Most recently he deployed to France on the multinational ACJEF Exercise FALCON
AMARENTE where his company was integrated into the 3 PARA AMBG. Again, he acquitted
himself to the highest standards impressing the attached French Unit and observers.
Additionally, he completed the mandated pre-deployment training for Op TORAL and in Jan 19
he will join 1 RGR in theatre for the remainder of their tour.
As if this was not enough for a year's activities for one subaltern, as I write these words Lt
Hornby is again overseas in France having volunteered to organise and captain the 1RGR Ski
Team at the Infantry ski championships, Exercise FROSTED BLADE.
Across such a plethora of tasks and commitments Lt Hornby could not have done any more in
the last 12 months to volunteer and lead events for our soldiers and on behalf of the RGR. The
only thing he has not achieved is to find the time to take his allocation of leave! He is utterly
deserving of formal recognition from our Regiment for his selflessness, total dedication to his
soldiers and the Battalion and upholding and reinforcing the Regimental name, standing and
reputation.

